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Consistent left-right asymmetry cannot be established by late organizers in *Xenopus* unless the late organizer is a conjoined twin

Laura N. Vandenberg and Michael Levin*

**SUMMARY**
How embryos consistently orient asymmetries of the left-right (LR) axis is an intriguing question, as no macroscopic environmental cues reliably distinguish left from right. Especially unclear are the events coordinating LR patterning with the establishment of the dorsoventral (DV) axes and midline determination in early embryos. In frog embryos, consistent physiological and molecular asymmetries manifest by the second cleavage; however, models based on extracellular fluid flow at the node predict correct de novo asymmetry orientation during neurulation. We addressed these issues in *Xenopus* embryos by manipulating the timing and location of dorsal organizer induction: the primary dorsal organizer was ablated by UV irradiation, and a new organizer was induced at various locations, either early, by mechanical rotation, or late, by injection of lithium chloride (at 32 cells) or of the transcription factor *XSiamois* (which functions after mid-blastula transition). These embryos were then analyzed for the position of three asymmetric organs. Whereas organizers rescued before cleavage properly oriented the LR axis 90% of the time, organizers induced in any position at any time after the 32-cell stage exhibited randomized laterality. Late organizers were unable to correctly orient the LR axis even when placed back in their endogenous location. Strikingly, conjoined twins produced by late induction of ectopic organizers did have normal asymmetry. These data reveal that although correct LR orientation must occur no later than early cleavage stages in singleton embryos, a novel instructive influence from an early organizer can impose normal asymmetry upon late organizers in the same cell field.
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**INTRODUCTION**
During development, embryos undergo an exquisitely complex biophysical program to acquire specific patterns along each of three orthogonal axes. Despite an overtly bilateral-symmetric body-plan, all vertebrates (and many invertebrates) exhibit a striking left-right (LR) asymmetry of the heart, viscera and brain that is conserved through evolution, and in all normal individuals. Abnormalities in the proper development of laterality form a class of human birth defects with significant implications for the health of the individual (Peeters and Devriendt, 2006; Ramsdell, 2005).

Prior work identified asymmetrically expressed genes that function together in an inductive/repressive cascade to regulate downstream morphogenesis of asymmetric organs (Levin et al., 1995; Speder et al., 2007). However, the most important and controversial questions in the LR asymmetry field concern mechanisms that set up the sidedness of the first asymmetric genes (Levin and Palmer, 2007; Tabin, 2005). One popular model proposes that asymmetry is initiated by the motion of cilia during gastrulation (McGrath and Brueckner, 2003; Tabin and Vogan, 2003; Wagner and Yost, 2000). These flow-based models are driven largely by studies in the mouse and zebrafish (Kramer-Zucker et al., 2005; Nonaka et al., 2002; Otto et al., 2003), where no consistent LR asymmetries have been reported prior to movement of cilia in the node/Kupffer’s vesicle.

However, in several vertebrate and invertebrate systems (*Arabidopsis*, *Drosophila*, snail, sea urchin, *Ciona*, *Caenorhabditis elegans* and frog), consistent asymmetry is set at very early stages, long before the appearance of, or entirely without, motile cilia (Levin, 2006). While the degree of evolutionary conservation is far from clear (Levin, 2006; Okumura et al., 2008; Schlueuter and Brand, 2007), these mechanisms have been worked out in the most detail in *Xenopus* embryos. The development of normal LR asymmetry in Xenopus embryos requires four specific ion transporters: two H⁺ pumps, V-ATPase (Adams et al., 2006) and H,K-ATPase (Levin et al., 2007), and two K⁺ channels, KvLQT-1 (Morokuma et al., 2008) and K₄₉ (Chen and Levin, 2004). Each transporter is asymmetrically localized during the first three cleavages in a process that is dependent on a chirally oriented cytoskeletal organization (Aw et al., 2008; Danilchik et al., 2006). The asymmetric ion transporter localization in left and right blastomeres results in consistently biased differences in pH and membrane-voltage potential of cells on the left and right sides, which become transduced into differential gene expression via Ca²⁺- and serotonin-dependent mechanisms (Levin et al., 2006; Raya and Belmonte, 2006). Molecular-genetic equalization of these physiological asymmetries results in LR randomization of the asymmetric gene cascade and ultimately heterotaxia involving the heart and viscera.

The frog embryo data reveal candidate mechanisms (Aw and Levin, 2009) for the initial symmetry-breaking event (e.g. the chiral structures of a microtubule organizing center), as well as for amplifying intracellular asymmetries into organ laterality (asymmetric intracellular transport of bioelectric components that...
ultimately control asymmetric expression of the Nodal-Lefty-Pitx cassette). However, this model capitalizes on the fact that, in the context of the few large early blastomeres that cleave along the midline of the animal, asymmetric localization of ion transporter molecules across the first cleavage planes can be driven by intracellular motor protein transport, resulting in different bioelectric properties on the left and right sides (Levin and Nascone, 1997; Levin and Palmer, 2007). How would it apply to species in which the midline (and thus LR asymmetry) is not determined until much later?

Although it has been argued that even amniotes may set up axes far earlier than the disk/cylinder stages (Aw and Levin, 2008; Gardner, 2001; Plusa et al., 2002), it is generally believed that in birds and mammals asymmetry cannot rely on a Xenopus-like system. No individual cell can redistribute components across the midline of the whole embryo in a blastoderm that contains many thousands of small cells at the time when the primary axis is established; none of these small cells can set up macroscopic asymmetry by intracellular transport. Ciliary mechanisms are consistent with such a system because they do not require large blastomeres or intracellular transport; although cilia are important for asymmetry in frog embryos (Schweickert et al., 2007), it is not known whether they are a late amplification step or whether they can initiate asymmetry de novo.

Xenopus is a unique system in which to evaluate the relative importance of early versus late symmetry breaking events because it is the only system in which both cilia and early physiological mechanisms are known to operate, offering the opportunity to dissect the relationship between them. The ciliary model predicts that organizers induced after early cleavage stages (bypassing early cytoskeleton-dependent events) will give rise to embryos with that organizers induced after early cleavage stages (bypassing early cytoskeleton-dependent events) will give rise to embryos with that organizers induced after early cleavage stages (bypassing early cytoskeleton-dependent events) will give rise to embryos with .

In one important study, conjoined twins were generated by injection of the organizer-inducing transcription factor XStamos (Nascone and Mercola, 1997). Twins are induced by this method by ectopic organizers forming only after zygotic transcription is initiated at the mid-blastula transition. When located on the left, such twins had normal asymmetry. This was widely interpreted as showing that, even in frog, late organizers could dispense with early intracellular events and initiate normal asymmetry. Such a mechanism would be of wide relevance to other types of embryos.

To understand the true relevance of the processes that occur during the first cleavages, we developed an assay in which the ability of late-induced organizers to direct normal LR patterning could be analyzed in singleton embryos, without the confounding effects of conjoined twinning and cross-twin leakage of asymmetric gene products. In this assay, the endogenous axial patterning information was ablated before organizer signaling was ‘rescued’ in a controlled manner. Previous studies demonstrated that ultraviolet (UV) irradiation of one-cell-stage embryos blocks microtubule-dependent cortical rotation (Houliston, 1994; Scharf and Gerhart, 1983), preventing the formation of Spemann’s organizer (Brannon and Kimelman, 1996; Medina et al., 1997) and resulting in ‘belly piece’ embryos lacking dorsoventral (DV) axes (Bouwmeester et al., 1996; Cooke and Smith, 1987).

There are at least three methods whereby the DV axis can be rescued and restored in embryos that are ‘unpatterned’ by UV irradiation. First, the embryos can be mechanically rotated (tipped) 90 degrees during the one-cell stage (Scharf and Gerhart, 1980).

When tipped, gravity can fully substitute for the cortical rotation that would typically occur during the first cell cycle, leading to the normal development of Spemann’s organizer. Second, UV-irradiated embryos can be injected with XStamos at the 16-cell stage (Fan and Sokol, 1997). The presence of XStamos is sufficient to induce a normal DV axis; crucially, because it is a transcription factor, its effects will not occur until the mid-blastula transition, enabling characterization of late organizers. Finally, irradiated embryos can be rescued by injecting lithium chloride (LiCl) at the 32-cell stage. Unlike soaking embryos in LiCl, which causes dorsalization of the entire embryo (Kao and Elinson, 1998), injection of LiCl into a third tier cell dorsalizes the response of just that cell (and its daughter cells) to mesoderm induction signals (Kao and Elinson, 1989). Because the organizer establishes the position of the DV axis of the embryo, and the LR axis must be defined with respect to the anteroposterior (AP) and DV axes, it becomes crucial to understand whether (and when) an induced dorsal organizer can direct consistent LR asymmetry. In normal embryos, the plane of early cleavages coincides with the bisection that an organizer must perform when initiating the primary embryonic axis. Using the above methods, we sought to dissociate the patterning events occurring during early cleavage stages from functions of the organizer. Our experiments addressed two questions. (1) Do embryos re-patterned by moving the primary organizer have normal LR asymmetry? And (2), does the timing of the re-patternning event affect the ability to properly orient the LR axis? The data revealed that although the original observation of late-induced conjoined twins having normal asymmetry is correct, this is due to a novel and unexpected instructive effect from the primary twin (which acquired its LR information at early stages). Indeed, in singleton embryos, organizers induced at or after the 32-cell stage cannot normally orient asymmetry, which is consistent with a key importance of very early events in laterality, and argues against the primacy of events occurring at the node during gastrulation.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Animal rearing

Xenopus laevis embryos were collected and fertilized in vitro according to standard protocols (Sive et al., 2000), in 0.1×modified Marc’s Ringers (MMR; pH 7.8) with 0.1% Gentamicin. Xenopus embryos were housed at 14-18°C and staged according to Nieuwkoop and Faber (Nieuwkoop and Faber, 1967). All experiments were approved by the Tufts University Animal Research Committee in accordance with the Guide for Care and Use of Laboratory Animals.

Twin induction

For microinjection of XStamos, 5 pg capped synthetic mRNAs (Sive et al., 2000) were dissolved in water with a lineage tracer and injected into a single ventral vegetal blastomere of 16-cell embryos in 5% ficoll. At stage 22, twin embryos were sorted for left- and right-side induced twins using fluorescence. A total of 60 left-side induced and 58 right-side induced twins were examined for organ situs. An additional 44 left-side induced and 41 right-side induced twins were examined for Xar-1 mRNA localization by in situ hybridization.

Laterality assay

At stage 45, Xenopus embryos were analyzed for position (situs) of the heart, stomach and gall bladder (Levin and Mercola, 1998b). Heterotaxia was defined as the reversal in position of one or more organs. Only embryos with a normal dorsoanterior index (DAI=5) were scored to prevent confounding of results by randomization caused by midline defects (Danos and Yost, 1995). Percentage heterotaxia was calculated as number of heterotaxic embryos divided by the total number of scorable embryos. A Pearson χ² test with Yates correction for increased stringency was used to compare absolute counts of heterotaxic embryos.
In situ hybridization
Whole-mount in situ hybridization was performed using standard protocols (Harland, 1991). In situ hybridization probes against XNR-1 (Sampaith et al., 1997) and Chordin (Sasai et al., 1994) mRNAs were generated in vitro from linearized templates using DIG-labeling mix (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA).

Cell lineage tracer
In control four-cell embryos, both right or both ventral blastomeres were injected with mRNA encoding β-galactosidase (β-gal) based on patterns of cell division and pigment that revealed the darker prospective ventral cells (Klein, 1987). In UV-irradiated embryos, these differences in pigmentation remained (see Fig. S1 in the supplementary material). Cells that had a ‘ventral’ appearance, i.e. darker and larger blastomeres, are referred to as UV-Ven cells, whereas cells that had a dorsal appearance, i.e. lighter and smaller blastomeres, are referred to as UV-Dors cells. Therefore, ‘right’ (i.e. UV-Rt) cells were defined by placing the UV-Dors cells towards the experimenter and then injecting the cells on the experimenter’s right. At stage 45, fixed embryos were stained with X-gal.

UV irradiation for axis-alteration experiments
Experimental timing was normalized for temperature differences, such that 0.5NT—the time of fertilization and 1.0NT—the time of first cleavage. Unless otherwise stated, one-cell embryos were dejellied and collected at 0.4NT in 6% ficoll. (A subset of embryos, as indicated in the text, was irradiated at 0.2NT.) These time points were chosen because UV irradiation is most effective prior to 0.52NT (Scharf and Gerhart, 1983). In all cases, the vegetal sides of these embryos were exposed to UV waves for a period of 60 seconds. Only 4-7% of embryos appeared unaffected by UV irradiation and developed normally (see Fig. S2A in the supplementary material).

Late axis rescue in UV-irradiated embryos
To introduce axis information to the UV-irradiated embryos at a later stage in development, two methods were used. In method 1, UV-irradiated embryos were allowed to divide normally until they reached 16 cells. First, XSiamois was injected (8 pg) in a single ventral vegetal blastomere (Fan and Sokol, 1997) using the methods described above (n=110). Next, XSiamois injections were targeted to UV-Ven (n=168), UV-dors (n=102) or cells 90 degrees from the original organizer (UV-Lt or UV-Rt; n=81). In method 2, UV-irradiated embryos were allowed to divide normally until they reached the 32-cell stage. A total of 0.3 nl of 1.75 M LiCl was injected into a single third tier blastomere (Kao and Elinson, 1989) (n=51).

Early axis rescue in UV-irradiated embryos
Injured embryos were gently pipetted into an agarose grid with individual holes approximately 1.3 mm in diameter in 6% ficoll, which dehydrates the perivitelline space, preventing movement of the embryo within the vitelline membrane. The embryos were held in position by the agarose, preventing self-orienting (Scharf and Gerhart, 1980). The entire grid, containing embryos, was then tipped on an incline of 0, 20, 30, 45 or 90 degrees until the first cleavage occurred. Embryos were scored for heterotaxia at stage 45 [p=69-159 per treatment (exact numbers are shown in Table 2)]. While a tipping angle of 90 degrees has been used in previous studies, this angle was not the most effective rescue of the LR axis after UV irradiation (see Table S1 in the supplementary material); thus, the majority of our results focus on embryos tipped 30 degrees. This angle better recapitulates the degree of cortical rotation in a normal embryo and gives better rescue of doroanterior development after UV (Vincent et al., 1986; Vincent et al., 1987).

RESULTS
Rescue of UV irradiation past the 32-cell stage produces embryos that cannot properly orient the LR axis
In order to examine mechanisms of LR patterning by organizers induced at different time points, we required a method (1) whereby organizer induction could be prevented during cleavage stages and subsequently re-imposed upon the embryo, and (2) that did not result in multiple organizers or cause confounding Nodal signaling, as occurs during the induction of conjoined twins (Levin et al., 1996; Nacson and Mercola, 1997). Thus, we chose UV-irradiation of one-cell embryos as a method to remove axial patterning information, followed by its re-imposition upon these irradiated embryos at different points in development (Fan and Sokol, 1997; Kao and Elinson, 1989; Scharf and Gerhart, 1980).

We first titrated our UV transilluminator to find an effective exposure time to generate a maximum number of belly pieces and minimize the number of normal embryos (see Fig. S2A in the supplementary material). Belly pieces lack embryonic body axes and retain the simple radial symmetry of the egg with no apparent plane of bilateral symmetry (Scharf and Gerhart, 1983). The characterization of UV-irradiated embryos as radially-symmetrical was confirmed by gross morphology (Fig. S2B in the supplementary material), histology (Fig. S2C) (Scharf and Gerhart, 1980; Scharf and Gerhart, 1983), and radially-symmetric expression (Fig. S2D) of dorsal markers, including Cerberus and Chordin (Bouwmeester et al., 1996). Together, these data confirm that UV-irradiated embryos lack patterning information sufficient to specify a dorsal organizer.

Microinjection of Siamois into UV-irradiated embryos at the 16-cell stage can restore normal dorsoanterior development (Fan and Sokol, 1997). Embryos were UV irradiated at 0.4NT (Scharf and Gerhart, 1983) and a single vegetal blastomere (16-cell stage) was injected with XSiamois mRNA (Fig. 1A). XSiamois injections rescued development with a 4-fold increase in the number of embryos with a normal DAI and a 6-fold decrease in the number of...
embryos with DAI=0, compared with UV-irradiation alone (data not shown). Only 1% of embryos treated with UV and injected with Siamois developed two axes, suggesting that a negligible number of embryos in the Siamois-rescue group escaped UV irradiation. Thus, the mRNA injections efficiently induced an organizer in irradiated embryos that was able to establish a primary axis and generate embryos with a bilateral body plan.

The organizer resulting from XSiamois injection at the 16-cell stage does not have the benefit of any patterning information that is normally established prior to the fifth cell cleavage; moreover, because Siamois is a transcription factor and is not expected to be active until after mid-blastula transition initiates zygotic transcription (Hair et al., 1998), the induced organizer will appear significantly after cleavage stages. In order to determine whether XSiamois-rescued embryos can properly orient the LR axis, those with normal dorsoanterior development (DAI=5) were scored for organ situs. Twenty-five percent of these embryos were heterotopic compared with less than 1% in untreated controls (n=110, \( \chi^2=46.4; P<0.0001 \); Fig. 1B). This incidence of heterotaxia is quite similar to what has been previously observed in well-established LR mutants (for instance, KiF3B mutants (Nonaka et al., 1998), cilia-related mutants (Bonnafe et al., 2004; Vierkotten et al., 2007; Zhao and Malicki, 2007), and ablation of cells at the node (Essner et al., 2005)). We conclude that organizers induced by XSiamois do not have the ability to correctly pattern the LR axis. The variable and incomplete penetrance of almost all known perturbations of the LR pathway has not yet been explained, and may suggest multiple converging mechanisms or other poorly understood homeostatic mechanisms.

Many mutants in elements of the LR pathway have been shown to exhibit other developmental problems, including axial and midline defects (e.g. Ermakov et al., 2009; Kishimoto et al., 2008; Nonaka et al., 1998). We also examined embryos with slight defects in other axes (DAI=4). If such embryos were to be included in the analysis, 40% of XSiamois rescued embryos would be scored as heterotopic (n=216, \( \chi^2=184.7; P<0.0001 \)), which is a high level of randomization and is significantly greater than that observed for many laterality syndromes or mutants. However, defects in the DV and AP axes are known to indirectly influence organ laterality (Danos and Yost, 1995); thus, although the significant incidence of heterotaxia resulting from XSiamois rescue could be increased even further, we chose not to include embryos with abnormal dorsoanterior development in further analyses, so as to maintain focus on primary LR mechanisms.

Because mid-blastula transition delay for transcription in Xenopus is not guaranteed to be absolute (Yang et al., 2002), and to further narrow down the timepoint after which LR asymmetry could not be normally established, embryos were UV irradiated at 0.4NT and a third tier blastomere (32-cell stage) was injected with 1.75 M LiCl (Fig. 1A). As shown previously (Kao and Elinson, 1989), LiCl injection rescued dorsoanterior development, with a 4.5-fold increase in embryos with a normal DAI and a 5-fold decrease in the number of embryos with DAI=0, compared with UV irradiation alone (data not shown). Less than 1% of embryos treated with UV and injected with LiCl developed two axes, suggesting that a negligible number of embryos had escaped UV irradiation (data not shown). Embryos with a normal DAI were then scored for organ situs.

Of the embryos that were UV-irradiated and rescued with LiCl injection, a striking 73% were heterotaxic, compared with only 1% of untreated embryos (n=51, \( \chi^2=113.7; P<0.0001 \); Fig. 1B). It should be noted that the highest possible level of observable heterotaxia is about 87% (as, when three organs are fully and independently randomized, the organs will sometimes land in their normal positions by chance, being incorrectly scored as wild type); thus, this level of heterotaxia is close to the theoretical maximum. To test for non-specific effects of LiCl, we injected normal non-irradiated embryos with the same dose of LiCl, again targeting single third tier blastomeres at the 32-cell stage. Less than 4% of embryos with DAI=5 were heterotaxic, a non-significant increase over uninjected embryos (n=133, \( \chi^2=0.8; P=0.375 \)). Thus, LiCl injection is not itself randomizing; however, LiCl-induced organizers are unable to properly pattern the LR axis.

We conclude that although rescue of UV irradiation, either via injection of XSiamois or LiCl, is capable of normally patterning the DV and AP axes, organizers induced after the first few cleavages cannot normally orient LR asymmetry.

The position of the induced organizer does not determine the incidence of heterotaxia

Late-induced organizers could be deficient in LR patterning because they miss the unique events occurring during early cleavage stages, which allow chiral cytoskeletal structures to be amplified into multicellular LR asymmetry. However, it is also possible that the randomization observed in late-rescued embryos was due to positioning of the organizer directly across from where the endogenous organizer would form. To distinguish these possibilities and determine whether the position of the induced organizer relative to the first two cleavage planes is a factor in its ability to orient the LR axis, we assayed laterality outcomes when organizers were induced in different locations during early cleavages. In most normal embryos, pigment differences allow the prospective ventral blastomeres (darker) to be distinguished from the prospective dorsal blastomeres (lighter). First, four-cell control embryos were injected with \( \beta \)-gal in the right side (Fig. 2A); 88% had detectable signal only in the right side, indicating that targeting of the right side of the embryo was successful (Fig. 2A, Table 1). A similar success rate was observed for control embryos injected with \( \beta \)-gal on the ventral side (Table 1). Thus, consistent with numerous studies in which one side of the embryo is targeted and the other is used as a contralateral control (e.g. Harvey and Melton, 1988; Helbling et al., 2000; Martin and Harland, 2006; Ristoratore et al., 1999; Warner et al., 1984), the

Table 1. Heterotaxia in UV-irradiated embryos rescued late in development by injection of XSiamois at one of three locations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>% Heterotaxia</th>
<th>% Expected</th>
<th>% in expected location</th>
<th>% Expected</th>
<th>% in expected location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Untreated</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>ventral</td>
<td>92%</td>
<td>right</td>
<td>88%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UV alone</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>ventral</td>
<td>88%</td>
<td>right</td>
<td>87%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UV + XSia (UV-Ven)</td>
<td>168</td>
<td>27**</td>
<td>dorsal</td>
<td>84%</td>
<td>left</td>
<td>94%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UV + XSia (UV-Dors)</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>26*</td>
<td>ventral</td>
<td>68%</td>
<td>right</td>
<td>88%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UV + XSia (90 degrees)</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>25*</td>
<td>left or right</td>
<td>90%</td>
<td>dorsal or ventral</td>
<td>92%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* \( P<0.01 \); ** \( P<0.001 \). P-values indicate significant differences between UV alone and UV + XSia treated tadpoles.
large majority of normal embryos exhibited a good concordance of first cleavage plane with final embryonic midline, and a second cleavage plane that gives rise to identifiable dorsal and ventral precursor blastomeres.

Interestingly, even embryos UV-irradiated to a degree that results in massive death or DAI=0 establish pigment differences that distinguish prospective dorsal from ventral blastomeres (see Fig. S1 in the supplementary material), although in irradiated embryos the subsequent fate of these blastomeres is identical because the organizer (and thus the DV axis) has been ablated. To indicate the distinction between the darker blastomeres in control embryos that would give rise to ventral structures and the darker blastomeres in irradiated embryos, we refer to the darker cells in UV-irradiated embryos as UV-Ven (likewise, with UV-Rt, etc.). Embryos were UV irradiated and injected with β-gal lineage tracer at the four-cell stage in either UV-Rt or UV-Ven cells; analysis of the lineage marker signal revealed that even in embryos with no DV patterning, the early cleavage planes establish domains that divide the resulting belly piece into approximately equal halves (Fig. 2B).

We used pigment differences among blastomeres in UV-irradiated embryos to selectively place the organizer at different locations. At the 16-cell stage, XSiamaois was injected into one of three positions (UV-Dors, UV-Ven, or 90° from the original organizer). The embryos were examined at stage 45 for localization of the lineage marker. Of the embryos rescued with XSiamaois in each of three positions, a majority of the embryos had β-gal signal localized to a position that was correct relative to the placement of the new organizer (Fig. 2C, Table 1). Similar results were also obtained with LiCl injections (data not shown). These data indicate that this technique successfully and reliably repositions the organizer to the desired locale during early cleavage stages.

Using the β-gal positioning assay to verify organizer placement, we examined embryos that were injected with XSiamaois at each of three locations for organ situs. Regardless of the position of the XSiamaois injection, the resulting embryos were heterotaxic (Table 1). Consistent with the known fate-equivalence of blastomeres after organizer ablation, we found no position in which a late-induced organizer could properly pattern its LR axis. We conclude that specific placement relative to early cleavage planes is insufficient to enable a late organizer to pattern its LR axis; even when placed back in its original position (UV+ XSiamaois injected into UV-Dors cell), organizers induced any time after the 32-cell stage are unable to break symmetry in the correct orientation.

Tipping of UV-irradiated embryos rescues LR patterning
UV-irradiated embryos rescued later in development by injection of LiCl or XSiamaois cannot orient the LR axis properly. Thus, it was important to ensure that it was not the UV treatment itself that was abolishing the embryos’ ability to establish correct laterality, as well as to identify an early time period for organizer induction that, unlike later stages, was sufficient for normal asymmetry. To distinguish between randomizing effects of the UV treatment per se and the timing of organizer induction, we sought to rescue LR patterning much earlier, when the new organizer should still have the benefit of the cytoskeletal and bioelectrical events that occur during early cleavages.

To determine if an early rescue of UV-irradiated embryos allows for normal orientation of the LR axis, we used tipping, a procedure long known to rescue organizer induction (Scharf and Gerhart, 1980; Scharf and Gerhart, 1983). Embryos were irradiated, placed on an incline and allowed to complete the first cleavage at this angle (Fig. 3A). Of embryos tipped at 30°, only 11% were heterotaxic (Table 2). Other angles and an earlier timing of UV treatment (0.2NT) were tested and produced similar results (Table 2). This level of heterotaxia is relatively low compared with other treatments. Analysis of embryos that were not irradiated but tipped indicated that neither the physical constraints of the tipping apparatus nor the tipping itself affects development of the axes (data not shown).
Table 2. Heterotaxia in embryos UV-irradiated at 0.2NT or 0.4NT and rescued early in development via tipping of the 1-cell embryo, separated by tip angle

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Timing of UV treatment</th>
<th>Angle of tipping</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>% heterotaxia</th>
<th>P-value compared to untreated controlsa</th>
<th>P-value compared to UV controlsb</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No UV</td>
<td>No tip</td>
<td>2195</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UV @ 0.2NT</td>
<td>No tip</td>
<td>131</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>P&lt;0.0001</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20 degrees</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>P&lt;0.0001</td>
<td>P&gt;0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>30 degrees</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>P&lt;0.0001</td>
<td>P&gt;0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>45 degrees</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>P&lt;0.0001</td>
<td>P&gt;0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>90 degrees</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>P&lt;0.0001</td>
<td>P&gt;0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UV @ 0.4NT</td>
<td>No tip</td>
<td>224</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>P&lt;0.0001</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20 degrees</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>P&lt;0.0001</td>
<td>P&gt;0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>30 degrees</td>
<td>159</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>P&lt;0.0001</td>
<td>P&gt;0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>45 degrees</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>P&gt;0.05</td>
<td>P&gt;0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>90 degrees</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>P&lt;0.0001</td>
<td>P&gt;0.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

aP-value comparing % heterotaxic embryos between treated group and untreated controls (no UV + no tip).

bP-value comparing % heterotaxic embryos between treated group and UV controls (UV + no tip).
et al., 2000). Only when this process occurs is the DV axis established, and the LR axis can then be oriented with respect to the DV and AP axes. Blocking cortical rotation with treatments that prevent the polymerization of microtubules (Elinson and Rowning, 1988; Scharf and Gerhart, 1983) prevents the formation of Spemann’s organizer. Without a functional organizer, these embryos form ‘belly pieces’ lacking axes or patterning information (Bouwmeester et al., 1996; Sato and Sargent, 1990; Scharf and Gerhart, 1983).

Development of belly pieces can be prevented and proper DV and AP patterning can be achieved if UV-irradiated embryos are injected with *XSiamois* (Fan and Sokol, 1997) or LiCl (Kao and Elinson, 1989), or are tipped early in development (Scharf and Gerhart, 1980). Each of these rescue methods restores the Spemann’s organizer at a different time point and a specific location. In normal embryos, the organizer is aligned with respect to the LR and DV planes determined by the early cleavages; however, these can be experimentally dissociated (by moving the organizing activity relative to the first few blastomeres) in order to probe the independent functions of organizer versus early events in LR determination. Thus, UV irradiation followed by organizer induction is a powerful technique with which to analyze the concordance of the three axes in early development.

**Early-cleavage events are crucial for the establishment of LR asymmetry by an organizer**

Establishment of consistent LR patterning in an embryo requires an organizer to set up an LR axis that is correct relative to the primary (AP/DV) axes it induces. Spemann’s organizer is essential for the development and induction of DV and AP patterning in both twins and singletons (Bouwmeester, 2001; Branford et al., 2000; Nascone and Mercola, 1997; Sive, 1993). The ability to ablate the endogenous organizer via UV irradiation and then rescue it with a variety of reagents at different time points provides a means of investigating precisely when an organizer is able to coordinate the three axes. This is important for deciding among models that postulate very early, intracellular events versus late gastrulation extracellular processes as being key to LR orientation (Aw and Levin, 2009; Speder et al., 2007; Tabin, 2005). Our data reveal that even when the organizer is returned to the same location where it would normally occur (in UV-irradiated embryos rescued by injecting *XSiamois* into UV-Dors blastomeres), as little as a few cell divisions later than it would normally appear, the resulting embryo cannot orient the LR axis correctly. Importantly, the resulting embryos are otherwise normal, with a wild-type dorsoanterior index, which indicates that the late organizer is able to successfully pattern the AP and DV axes, but cannot originate reliable LR orientation. Moreover, this demonstrates that late organizers can bisect themselves and establish an anatomical midline and a bilateral bodyplan, but not orient the LR axis with respect to the AP and DV axes. Importantly, it is seen (Fig. 2C) that simple alignment with respect to cleavage planes is insufficient – the early timing is crucial.

---

**Table 3. Organ situs in conjoined twins is dependent on twin position**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Induced twin</th>
<th>% inverted heart</th>
<th>Primary twin</th>
<th>% inverted heart</th>
<th>% inverted gut or gall bladder</th>
<th>n</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Left</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>Right</td>
<td>40%</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right</td>
<td>26%</td>
<td>Left</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Twins were separated based on the side of the induced twin (rows).
It should be noted that our results could not be due to a failure to fully ablate the original organizer; failure to remove this organizer would not have resulted in the observed difference in LR properties between early- and late-rescued embryos. Lack of such a difference could have cast doubt on the UV treatment, but the converse was observed: the UV treatment was clearly able to ablate the function of the organizer enough so a change in LR orienting properties could be observed. Moreover, our results suggest that the UV treatment was very effective in erasing the primary DV patterning information because: (1) >80% of embryos developed morphologically as belly pieces (see Fig. S2 in the supplementary material); (2) gene expression data confirm that these embryos did not form an organizer (see Fig. S2); and (3) less than 1% of embryos developed two axes, as compared with our typical success rate of 60% for generating twins in non-irradiated embryos (data not shown). Because UV irradiation disrupts the cytoskeleton, an element known to be crucial for LR patterning across a wide range of phyla (Aw et al., 2008; Danilchik et al., 2006; Qiu et al., 2005; Thitamadee et al., 2002), it was not possible to rescue embryos 100%. However, early tipping was quite effective, reducing the incidence of heterotaxia significantly compared with rescue taking place after the 32-cell stage.

Thus, we propose that the requirement for early induction is due to the need for the unique events occurring during early cleavage stages, which allow chiral cytoskeletal structures to be amplified via several intracellular and physiological processes into multicellular LR asymmetry (Levin and Palmer, 2007; Raya and Belmonte, 2006). A most likely candidate for the relevant process is the cytoskeletal rearrangement that takes place during cortical rotation, which is an ideal mechanism for integrating three axes with a chiral component (Levin and Mercola, 1999a; Yost, 1991). This model is applicable even to embryos with radically different architectures, as similar cytoskeletal orientations are known to occur even in single mammalian cells in culture (Xu et al., 2007).

Our data do not rule out late nodal flow models: even though ciliary motion and density in the nodes of late-induced organizers appeared normal, it is possible that some subtle, unknown aspect of ciliary function could have been disrupted in late-induced embryos and could thus be responsible for their LR randomization. However, it is clear that our results are not predicted by models relying on nodal flow at neurulation to initiate consistent asymmetry de novo. Ciliary models predict that even a late-induced organizer that makes a competent node (and fully normal dorso-anterior axes, as we observed) would be able to orient asymmetry properly. The above data are instead more consistent with models in which primary LR asymmetry is established prior to the 32-cell stage (Levin, 2006; Yost, 1991), and can be amplified or refined by numerous downstream mechanisms.

Late organizers can properly orient LR asymmetries, if instructed by a primary twin that oriented LR early

The influential study of Nascone and Mercola (Nascone and Mercola, 1997) has been widely interpreted to suggest that, even in Xenopus where asymmetries clearly exist very early (Adams et al., 2006; Aw et al., 2008; Danilchik et al., 2006; Hyatt and Yost, 1998; Levin et al., 2002), asymmetry can be generated de novo after the mid-blastula transition. Although we have confirmed their original observation, our data reveal a different explanation: instructive interactions between organizers.

Studies of conjoined twins in experimental animals, as well as humans, have offered many insights into how tissues are organized across large distances (Kaufman, 2004; Levin, 1999). Conjoined twins often have laterality defects and cardiac abnormalities (Levin et al., 1996; Manning, 2008), revealing that primary axes in the same blastoderm interact functionally with respect to LR patterning. However, earlier data revealed only confounding cross-talk between twins at primitive streak stages. We confirmed the results reported previously that an induced twin (forming when thousands of cells are present) has normal LR asymmetry (Nascone and Mercola, 1997). This only occurs when that twin is located on the left, but the difference is due to randomization by cross-over of Shh/Activin/Nodal at late stages. Because of the confounding presence of multiple axes in the same organism, we developed a new assay that analyzed asymmetry in early- or late-organized singleton embryos. Although the UV treatment itself led to a small degree of laterality disturbance (3-14% when rescued by early tipping), this was clearly distinguishable from the near-maximal randomization (73%) that was observed following rescue even a few cell cleavages later (via LiCl).

These experiments revealed a striking and novel interaction between the organizers, which is schematized in Fig. 5. We showed that a singleton embryo completely lacks LR orientation when its organizer is induced after the first few cleavages (Fig. 5B). However, if the blastoderm already contains an early-induced twin, then the late-induced twin can properly orient the late-forming LR axis (Fig. 5C). We propose that the laterality of the induced twin is somehow instructed by the primary twin, which had access to the unique processes occurring during the first few cleavages. These processes include a right-biased cytoskeleton (Aw et al., 2008; Danilchik et al., 2006) that is likely to guide intracellular transport via kinesins and dyneins (Nonaka et al., 1998; Qiu et al., 2005; Supp et al., 1997), asymmetric ion flows and voltage gradients (Adams et al., 2006; Levin et al., 2002), and the resulting asymmetric redistribution of small signaling molecules (Fukumoto et al., 2005a; Fukumoto et al., 2005b).

Although the first chick experiments revealed separate left and right compartments with a unique gene expression cascade (Levin et al., 1995), subsequent analysis of earlier steps revealed an obligate communication between the left and right sides (Levin and Mercola, 1998b; Levin and Mercola, 1999). A similar pattern emerges from twin–twin interactions: when conjoined twins adversely affect each others’ laterality during later development by crossover of side-specific secreted signals (Branford et al., 2000; Levin et al., 1996; Nascone and Mercola, 1997), we have discovered that early twins communicate in a coordinated manner, allowing a late, ectopic twin to derive appropriate LR pattern from a primary organizer that took advantage of the unique information present at cleavage stages. How might this happen?

Simple secreted factor cross-over models do not work: Fig. 5D shows that a leakage of R- and L-specific signals would result in a secondary twin with situs inversus, as the left side of the secondary twin would be close to the right side of the primary twin and vice versa. Instead, the axis induced by the secondary organizer in these cases is correct with respect to its own AP and DV axes. Thus, we propose a different class of models, based on the recent suggestion that mechanisms of planar cell polarity can impose a LR orientation across a blastoderm (Aw and Levin, 2009).

In this model, a late-induced singleton finds itself in a blastoderm that has not been aligned properly by a primary organizer (Fig. 5E). By contrast, a late-induced twin organizer is embedded in a blastoderm that has already been aligned in the plane by early cytoskeleton-derived polarity (Fig. 5F) (see also Aw et al., 2008). We propose that each organizer makes use of this coherent orientation, in combination with its own local AP/DV direction, to derive a consistent LR axis and impose it on
LR randomization of late organizers

Fig. 5. A polarity model for the instructive influence exerted by an early-induced organizer upon late-induced twin axes. (A) Schematic of a single organizer in an unperturbed, normal embryo. (B) When the primary organizer is not present and an organizer is induced late, the LR orientation is randomized. (C) If an organizer is induced late in the presence of an endogenous early organizer, LR instruction is passed from the primary organizer to the late-forming organizer. (D) The new orientation of the LR axis cannot be due to leaky signaling from the primary axis because only the left and right halves of each twin are in contact to share a LR morphogen. (E) In an embryo lacking a primary organizer with a late-induced organizer, a PCP protein (indicated by stars) that normally points all cells ‘dorsal’ towards the organizer is distributed randomly (E'). (F) Using cytoplasmic mechanisms, an embryo with a primary organizer and a late-induced organizer can orient all cells in a coherent pattern (F') that each organizer can use, in combination with its own local AP/DV direction, to derive a consistent LR axis.

Conclusion

Laterality is a crucial aspect of embryonic development; yet, many key questions remain about the timing of the earliest steps of LR asymmetry generation and their relationship with the origins of the primary axis and midline. Our results suggest that the LR axis in *Xenopus* cannot be reliably oriented de novo after the 32-cell stage, strongly supporting a model in which crucial LR asymmetry events take place shortly after fertilization. Surprisingly, we discovered that conjoined twins can be correctly re-aligned by patterning information established in the primary organizer during early cytoskeletal rearrangements. Future work to understand the fascinating molecular details of organizer orientation, cross-organizer instruction, and midline bisection of cell fields will illuminate important problems of evolutionary, cell and developmental biology, as well as an important class of birth defects.
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